Investors’ Briefing

Mactan Cebu International Airport
Aboitiz InfraCapital’s landmark deal with GMR-Megawide
For GMCAC, developer and operator of Mactan Cebu International Airport
Disclaimer

This Presentation/Report has been prepared and is intended solely for all purposes authorized by Aboitiz InfraCapital ("AIC"). This Presentation/Report is strictly confidential and may not be reproduced, circulated, distributed or forwarded, directly or indirectly, to any other person, or published, in whole or in part, by any medium or for any purpose without the prior express written specific consent of AIC. "Presentation/Report" means this document, as well as any oral presentation, or written or oral material discussed, distributed, or otherwise communicated at any meeting or question and answer session where this Presentation/Report and the contents thereof is made or referred to. By attending such meeting, or by accepting a copy of this Presentation/Report, the recipient acknowledges and agrees to be bound by the following limitations. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is given by AIC as to the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained or referred to in this Presentation/Report, and no liability is accepted for any such information or opinions by AIC or any of its affiliates, directors, officers, employees, agents or advisers. Any person relying on this Presentation/Report should conduct its own investigation, verification, and due diligence, check the accuracy or completeness of all information contained in this Presentation/Report, and obtain independent advice from appropriate sources. The information included in this Presentation/Report is subject to updating, completion, revision and amendment, and such information may change materially. No person is under any obligation to update or keep current the information contained in the Presentation/Report. Any opinions, assumptions and estimates are as of the date indicated in this Presentation/Report and are subject to change without prior notice.

Prior to entering into any transaction, any person obtaining information from this Presentation/Report should determine, without reliance upon AIC or its affiliates, the economic risks and merits (and independently determine that such person is able to assume these risks) as well as the legal, tax and accounting characterizations and consequences of any such transaction. In this regard, it is acknowledged by any person accepting or receiving a copy of this Presentation/Report that: (a) AIC is not in the business of providing (and nor is such person relying upon AIC for) legal, tax or accounting advice; (b) there may be legal, tax or accounting risks associated with any transaction; (c) separate and qualified legal, tax and accounting advice should be obtained from qualified advisors; and (d) senior management in the relevant organization should be appraised of the need for such legal, tax and accounting advice (and any risks associated with any transaction) and this disclaimer. This Presentation/Report does not create any binding obligation on AIC or its affiliates. Neither does this Presentation/Report constitute an agreement to enter into any transaction, a commitment, or an offer or invitation to enter into such agreement, with any person.

AIC, its parent company, any of their affiliates, or any individual connected therewith accept no liability under law or equity for any direct, special, indirect, consequential, incidental damages or any other loss or damages of any kind arising from any use of or reliance on the information herein (including any error, omission or misstatement herein, negligent or otherwise) or further communication thereof.

This Presentation/Report shall be governed by, and construed in accordance with, the laws of the Republic of the Philippines. Any dispute, controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this Presentation/Report, or the breach, termination or invalidity thereof shall be submitted to the sole and exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Taguig City, to the exclusion of all other courts.

By accepting this Presentation/Report, you confirm your agreement to these terms.
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## Transaction Summary

| **Overview** | Aboitiz InfraCapital, Inc. (AIC) has entered into a Share Subscription and Transfer Agreement with Megawide Construction Corporation (Megawide) and GAIBV Airports International, B.V. (GAIBV) for AIC to acquire shares in GMCAC, the developer and operator of the Mactan Cebu International Airport (MCIA). AIC will acquire 33 and 1/3% minus 1 share upon closing; and 66 and 2/3% plus 1 share through Exchangeable Notes, maturing on 30 October 2024. |
| **Transaction value** | AIC will pay Megawide and GAIBV a total of PHP 25 Billion, with Php 9.5 Billion as equity infusion to GMCAC and Php 15.5 Billion worth of Exchangeable Notes. |
| **Funding** | Cash payment for the total consideration. |
| **Timing** | The transaction is expected to be completed by Q4 2022, after relevant third party and regulatory approvals have been obtained. |
Strategic Rationale

1. Mactan Cebu International Airport is the Crown Jewel Airport Asset in the Philippines as a High Quality Asset Poised for Future Growth

2. Aboitiz InfraCapital Well Positionered to Leverage Aboitiz Group Synergies

3. Anchor Asset for Aspiration to Build Aboitiz Airports Platform
Premier International Airport Poised for Growth

Best In-Class Asset

• Largest\textsuperscript{1} privately operated PH airport in terms of passenger volume; 2nd busiest PH airport

• No immediate construction risk (T1 renovation and T2 construction completed in 2019 and 2018 respectively)

• Highly competent management team that from 2014-2019 achieved pax traffic increase \textit{CAGR} of 13%

• Multiple award-winning asset for architectural design and route development

• High potential for growth due to Cebu geographical positioning and catchment, dual tourism and business product offerings and natural benefactor of Cebu’s continued economic development.

Untapped Potential for Growth

Based on regional benchmarking PH aviation sector still has room to grow

\textsuperscript{1}Based on 2019 (pre-pandemic) traffic volumes
Leveraging the Aboitiz Group Ecosystem

Aboitiz Synergies

We intend to tap into synergies within the Aboitiz group as **building blocks for redefining the aviation industry in the Philippines.**

- **Aboitiz Data Innovation (ADI)** for data science to increase airport efficiencies with the use of space and traffic simulations, passenger profiling and segmentation, AI-driven airport processes to name a few; and

- Economic Estates such as MEZ 2 Estate to leverage on to **expand synergistic opportunities.**

**USE CASES**

- **Data Mining**
- **Predictive Analytics**
- **Customer Experience**

- **Capacity Assessment Simulations, Traffic Forecasting, Route & Airline Development/Scheduling Optimization, MPSS Tracking, Passenger Profiling, etc.**

**Retail electricity supply**
**Energy efficiency**
**Rooftop solar**

**LIMA**
**Water provision**
**Wastewater treatment**

**Economic Estates** such as MEZ 2 Estate to leverage on to expand synergistic opportunities.

**Contractor role for capacity augmentation, heavy maintenance, and other relevant works**

**Supply of cement and building materials for capacity augmentation and other works**

**4.5 ha available lot in front of T2; co-development and integration of MEZ II Estates**

**Potential to supply to captive F&B locators** (GoodMeat Brand)
Captive market for potential retail concepts
**3 Transformational Opportunity to Build the Aboitiz Airports Platform**

**Build Airport Platform**

MCIA provides **strong foundation to enter into the airports space**, and accelerates the vision of building an **airport platform** where the sum of individual airports, when bundled together, equal more than the sum of their parts.

- Allows AIC to leverage on a **wealth of operational and commercial airport knowledge and experience**; and
- Allows to unlock **future potential organizational efficiencies** through consolidating operations and functions, and bundled commercial offerings.

**Aboitiz Airports Platform**

- Consolidated ~17 Mn passengers/annum (based on 2019 figures)
- Mactan-Cebu as **center of excellence** to develop Regional Airports
- Unlock operational, technical and commercial synergies to create value as a platform vs individually managed assets
- Pioneer what it means for a Filipino-branded airport experience
Ensuring a Smooth and Seamless Integration

2022

- Securing of conditions precedent, relevant third party and regulatory approvals;
- Engagement with Partners;
- Start of Integration Planning.
- GMR will continue as Technical Services Provider

2023

- Targeted financial close by Q4 2022

2024

- Complete and execute full integration and transition plan.

AIC with 33.3% stake
- Setting up of integration team to ensure smooth integration, with minimal business and operational disruption;
- AIC to take a more in-depth look to understand the business and create value from Day 1.

AIC with 100% stake
- Complete and execute full integration and transition plan.

September 02, 2022
Deal Signing

Targeted financial close by Q4 2022

Maturity of Exchangeable Notes by October 2024
Enabling Businesses. Uplifting Communities.

ir@aboitiz.com